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he Chinese version of "The Runaway Bunny" by Margaret Wise Brown,
known for her beloved children's book "Goodnight Moon," tells the
endearing story of a little bunny who wants to play a game of hide-and-
seek with its mother. Each time the little bunny announces its intention to
run away and transform into something else, such as a fish, a rock, a
flower, or even a little boy, its loving mother reassures it that she will
always find and care for her little bunny, no matter where it goes or what
it becomes.
This cherished classic, originally published in 1942 and still in print today,
captures the hearts of readers with its reassuring words and tender
illustrations. The story exemplifies the unbreakable bond between a
mother and child, offering comfort and a sense of security to young
readers. The sturdy board book pages in this edition are perfect for
babies and toddlers, making it a timeless story to be enjoyed by
generations.
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 (táo jiā) - Run away from home
 (diào yú de rén) - Fisherman

 (pá shān de rén) - Mountain climber
 (yuán dīng) - Gardener
 (yuán lǐ ) - In the garden

 (dà shù) - Big tree
 (shù shàng) - On the tree

 (xiǎo fān chuán) - Small sailboat
 (kōng zhōng fēi rén) - Circus acrobat

 (fēi dé gāo gāo de) - Flying high
 (zǒu gāng sī de rén) - Tightrope walker
 (shēn shǒu) - Reach out a hand

 (hóng hú luó bo) - Red carrot

What did the little bunny's mom say every time the bunny
wanted to leave?

Can you point to something that reminds you of one of the
places the little bunny turned into? (e.g., a fish, a flower, a tree)

 What do you like to do with your family that makes you feel
safe and loved? 

What's something fun you like to imagine or pretend, just like
the little bunny pretending to be different things?


